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KXAS-TV, virtual channel 5 (UHF digital channel 41), is an NBC owned-and- operated. ..

McGarry (who served as an anchor and reporter from 1982 until she stepped down in July 2012,
following her arr. Apr 27, 2015 . Dombeck, who had been doing fill-in traffic for KTVT/Channel
11 on a free-lance basis for the past two years and change, posted Monday . 6066 tweets • 705
photos/videos • 9617 followers. Check out the latest Tweets from Tammy Dombeck
(@TammyDombeck)Oct 27, 2014 . Tammy Dombeck, who has been doing fill-in and afternoon
traffic for CBS. As I said shortly after my arrest, I am deeply sorry for the negative . Sep 28, 2008 .
Tammy Dombeck, Channel 5 traffic reporter. 9.. .. (Little known fact: You can be guilty of DWI
after using prescription drugs even if you haven't . Longtime KXAS news anchor Jane McGarry
arrested for DWI in Dallas. Longtime KXAS www.hopecenter4autism.com Tammy Dombeck
Celebrity Happy…Jan 2, 2011 . Murder For Hire Arrest Of Chico Woman. .. And Channel 5's
Tammy Dombeck wins the "I don't know those small towns" award as she took . Jul 15, 2012 .
On a sadder note, Tammy Dombeck is out at Channel 5.. .. It seems only fitting that billboardadvertising-DWI-lawyer Mimi Coffey was .
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